Thermodynamic structure of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean during pre-INDOEX and INDOEX-FFP campaigns
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Abstract. Spatial and temporal variability of the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) height for the Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) study period are examined using the data collected through Cross-chained LORAN (Long-Range Aid to Navigation) Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) launchings during the Northern Hemispheric winter monsoon period. This paper reports the results of the analyses of the data collected during the pre-INDOEX (1997) and the INDOEX-First Field Phase (FFP; 1998) in the latitude range 14°N to 20°S over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. Mixed layer heights are derived from thermodynamic profiles and they indicated the variability of heights ranging from 400 m to 1100 m during daytime depending upon the location. Mixed layer heights over the Indian Ocean are slightly higher during the INDOEX-FFP than the pre-INDOEX due to anomalous conditions prevailing during the INDOEX-FFP. The trade wind inversion height varied from 2.3 km to 4.5 km during the pre-INDOEX and from 0.4 km to 2.5 km during the INDOEX-FFP. Elevated plumes of polluted air (lofted aerosol plumes) above the marine boundary layer are observed from thermodynamic profiles of the lower troposphere during the INDOEX-FFP. These elevated plumes are examined using 5-day back trajectory analysis and show that one group of air mass travelled a long way from Saudi Arabia and Iran/Iraq through India before reaching the location of measurement, while the other air mass originates from India and the Bay of Bengal.
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1 Introduction

INDian Ocean EXperiment (INDOEX) is an international field campaign research programme aimed at understanding the interaction between aerosols and radiation, the transport and dispersion of trace species and pollutants of continental origin over the Indian Ocean during the north-east Asian winter monsoon period (Ramanathan et al., 1995; Mitra, 1999). In order to understand the above mechanisms, additional information, like atmospheric boundary layer depth and the height of the monsoonal inversion, with particular emphasis on diurnal variability and variation from the Indian coast up to the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are required. For air pollution studies the mixing height is an important parameter because it defines the height to which pollutants released near the ground are vertically mixed by (dry-) convective or mechanical turbulence, typically within one hour or less (Beyrich et al., 1996). In the frame of the INDOEX, extensive dynamical and thermodynamical measurements were made over the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean during the winter (dry) season (Ramana et al., 2004).

In an effort to understand the structure and characteristics of the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) over the equatorial pacific region and Atlantic Ocean, extensive field experiments were conducted which include: Barbados Oceanographic Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) (Holland and Rasmusson, 1973; Dunckel et al., 1974), Atlantic Tradewind Experiment (ATEX) (Augstein et al., 1973, 1974), Global Atmospheric research program Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) (Augstein, 1978; Houze and Betts, 1981), Air Mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX) (Mitsuta, 1977–1979; Kondo, 1975), Joint Air-Sea Interaction (JASIN) (Nicholls, 1985; Shaw and Businger, 1985), Heat Exchange over Sea (HEXOS) (Katsaros et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1992), Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) (Young et al., 1992; Halpern, 1996), TOGA and Coupled Ocean Atmospheric Response Experiment (TOGA-COARE) (Webster and Lukus, 1992; Fairall et al., 1996). MABL studies during the Northern Hemisphere
winter season over the Arabian Sea and the Indian are not many. It is in this context that the data collected during the INDOEX attains prime scientific significance.

During the Northern Hemispheric winter the meridional circulation over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean is often idealized as an equatorward flow capped by the trade wind inversion that weakens and increases in height equatorward. Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is known to be associated with deep convection, where subsidence gives way to mean upward motion, called the “disturbed condition”. In contrast, during the “undisturbed conditions” clouds are generally trapped beneath the subsidence inversion generated by the subtropical highs. Consequently, the tropical Indian Ocean is a region of transition between the undisturbed trade wind subsidence and the disturbed convective region of the ITCZ. This is only an average picture, however, because this region is basically void of data; the transition between undisturbed and disturbed conditions has not yet been as well documented over the Indian Ocean as it has been in the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans.

A series of INDOEX cruises in 1996, 1997, and 1998 were conducted during winter months of December to March before the main phase in 1999 (Mitra, 1999). In this paper, data collected during the pre-INDOEX (winter 1997) and the INDOEX-First Field Phase (FFP; winter 1998) are investigated. The primary focus of this study is to investigate the thermodynamic structure of the MABL under horizontal variability of the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and air masses due to meridional advection during the pre-INDOEX and the INDOEX-FFP through ship-borne in-situ measurements.

2 Data

The present study is based on tropospheric soundings made from the ship platform of ORV-SagarKanya during the pre-INDOEX (27 December 1996–31 January 1997) in the latitude range 15°N to 14°S and the INDOEX-FFP (18 February 1998–31 March 1998) in the latitude range 15°N to 20°S. Figure 1 shows the map of pre-INDOEX and INDOEX-FFP cruise tracks. During the pre-INDOEX cruise the Cross-chained LORAN (Long-Range Aid to Navigation) Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) along with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) made available by National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) were used for profiling pressure (P), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), dew-point temperature (Td), wind speed (WS) and wind direction (WD) from the ship along the entire cruise track. Launchings were made every day at 06:00 and 14:00 IST (all timings are in Indian Standard Time, IST=UTC+5.30h). A total of 46 ascents were successfully undertaken during the pre-INDOEX with vertical height resolution of 30 to 40 m, up to a height of 17 to 20 km. Similarly, during the INDOEX-FFP cruise, the CLASS was used for profiling without GPS, hence, only T, RH, Td, and P could be measured. A total of 47 sonde ascents were executed during the INDOEX-FFP from 4.5°N onwards at 06:00 and 14:00 IST every day and they too attained 17 to 20 km altitudes. The uncertainties in the temperature and pressure measurements are 0.5°C and 1.0 mb, respectively. The uncertainties of the humidity measurements are 1% near the surface and 10–15% between 7–15 km altitudes.
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Fig. 2. Altitude profiles of potential temperature ($\theta$), virtual potential temperature ($\theta_v$), equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_e$), saturated equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_{es}$) and mixing ratio ($q$) during the on ward track of pre-INDOEX.

3 Thermodynamic structure

The present study is an attempt towards attaining a better understanding of the vertical structure of the MABL over the tropical Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea. We confined our analysis of all the profiles from the surface to an altitude of 5 km. We also paid attention to the inversion layers (stable layers) because of their crucial role in controlling the vertical and horizontal transport of aerosols and trace gases in the lower atmosphere.

3.1 Pre-INDOEX

The vertical profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$ and $q$ at $10^\circ01'$N $74^\circ53'$E over the Arabian Sea during 14:00 IST up to 5 km altitude are shown in Fig. 2a. The profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$ and $q$ above the ocean surface show a shallow layer through which the vertical gradients are nearly zero up to 500 m and are following a dry adiabatic lapse rate. These are the
characteristics of a mixed layer and we denote this layer as mixed layer. This layer has more moisture than the layers above (evident from \(q\) profile). Above the 500 m altitudes an inversion layer of around 75 m width is seen in these profiles. The vertical gradients of \(\theta\) and \(\theta_v\) became positive above the inversion layer up to around 2.2 km, with lapse rates lying between the moist and dry adiabatic values, whereas, on average, \(\theta_e\) is decreasing with height in this region \((\partial \theta_e/\partial Z < 0)\), indicating a convective instability region with respect to saturated parcel displacements. \(\theta_{es}\) is also decreasing with height \((\partial \theta_{es}/\partial Z < 0)\) above the transition layer up to 2.2 km indicating the conditionally unstable atmosphere. We denoted this region as an conditionally unstable layer and whose lower boundary is the inversion level. The inversion layer, which is separating the mixed layer and the conditionally unstable layer, is named as a transition layer. The decrease in \(\theta_e\) is rapid across the transition layer, which separates the conditionally unstable layer air from the surface mixed layer.

The conditionally unstable layer is capped by an inversion layer, which is called a trade wind inversion layer; where \(\theta\), \(\theta_v\), \(\theta_{es}\) are increasing and \(q\) and \(\theta_e\) have a greater decrease with height than in the layers below. The trade wind inversion top, which acts as an interface between MABL and the free atmosphere, is marked by a maximum of \(\theta_{es}\) and a corresponding minimum in \(\theta_e\) (Betts and Albrecht, 1987). In general, \(\theta_e\) attains a minimum value at the level of separation between moist and dry air. The altitude of the \(\theta_{es}\) minimum and maximum, respectively, corresponds to the base
Fig. 4. Latitudinal variation of Mixed Layer (ML) height, Transition Layer (TL) height, Cloud layer (CL) and Trade Wind inversion (TW) heights during pre-INDOEX. The continuous and dotted lines joined with the dot symbol represent the TL height and ML height, respectively. The continuous and dotted lines joined with the cross symbol represent the TW height, and CL height respectively.

and top of the trade wind inversion. The $\theta_e$ attains a minimum and $\theta_{es}$ attains a maximum at 2.5 km, which is the top of the trade inversion. The thermal changes are also accompanied by sharp changes in humidity in the vicinity of the stable layers ($q$ profile). On average, the mixing ratio became almost negligible at an altitude of about 2.5 km. The $\theta_e$ and $\theta_{es}$ profiles are used to estimate the conditionally unstable and trade wind inversion heights because $\theta$, $\theta_e$ and $q$ are not conserved variables. The typical four-layer thermal structure, shown in Fig. 2a, namely mixed layer, transitional layer, conditionally unstable layer and trade wind inversion layer, are characteristically observed up to about (near) the equator during the onward track of the pre-INDOEX.

Further downstream (southward), profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$ and $q$ at 05°47’ S 78°25’ E during 14:00 IST up to 5 km altitude are shown in Fig. 2b. Here, a well-mixed layer exists in first 500 m above the ocean is surface, capped with a weak transition layer. Through the conditionally unstable layer $\theta_v$ is increasing according to nearly moist adiabatic ascent while $\theta_e$ and $\theta_{es}$ are approximately constant (indicates moist adiabatic layer) up to 3.3 km. Here several factors can be invoked, like the relatively strong convective activity (mixed layer $\theta_e \cong 340$ K and surface $\theta_e > 345$ K) at the surface associated with high moisture content (evident from $q$ profile) in the mixed layer, as well as a weak transition layer, mostly cloudy skies (the difference between $\theta_e$ and $\theta_{es}$ is decreased), all of which could have enabled the increase in the height of the conditionally unstable layer, due to which the trade wind inversion height is forced to greater altitudes of around 3.5 km. Here we observed the clouds, (from manual observations; also $q$ profile shows high moisture content) due to which we renamed the conditionally unstable layer as a cloud layer.

The vertical profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$ and $q$ at 10°03’ S 78°57’ E over the Indian Ocean, near the ITCZ region during 14:00 IST up to 5 km altitude are shown in Fig. 2c. The mixed layer has a dry adiabatic temperature profile with no measurable inversion at the top. Through the cloud layer $\theta_v$ is following a moist adiabatic lapse rate, while $\theta_e$ is approximately constant right from the surface up to a higher height. Here, $\theta_{es}$ profile is approaching the profile of $\theta_v$, clearly indicating the existence of saturated layer. The absence of a capping inversion over the mixed layer (surface $\theta_e > 345$ K) could have led to the development of clouds with significant vertical extent. Also, the ITCZ is known to be associated with strong surface convergence with thick clouds, whose
Fig. 5. Contour plots of (a) equivalent potential temperature and (b) mixing ratio over the entire latitude range during pre-INDOEX. The boundary between red and blue is the trade wind inversion layer.

Fig. 6. Altitude profiles of potential temperature ($\theta$), virtual potential temperature ($\theta_v$), equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_e$), saturated equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_{es}$) and mixing ratio ($q$) during the onward track of INDOEX-FFP.
Fig. 7. Altitude profiles of potential temperature ($\theta$), virtual potential temperature ($\theta_v$), equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_e$), saturated equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_{es}$) and mixing ratio ($q$) during the return track of INDOEX-FFP.

Top reaches tropopause. The ITCZ was located at around 7° S to 10° S during the onward track of the pre-INDOEX (Ramana et al., 2004). Trade wind inversion is not seen in these profiles due to the large extent of cloud layer associated with low-level convergence zone. It is difficult to define the boundary layer top either theoretically or from measurements when deep clouds are present (Stull, 1988; Garratt, 1992).

Figures 3a, b and c show the daytime (14:00 IST) profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$, and $q$ during the return journey of the pre-INDOEX at 12°07' S 71°42' E, 01°15' S 74°21' E and 12°18' N 74° E, respectively. Return track profiles are following the same pattern as observed in the onward track. In general, surface $\theta_e$ values varied from 330 K at 14° N to 349 K at 12° S (near the ITCZ region). It is reported that $\theta_e$ values greater than 345 K are conducive for deep convection in the tropics (Betts and Ridgway, 1989), and $\theta_e$ is found to be larger than this critical value near the ITCZ.

Mixed Layer (ML) height, Transition Layer (TL) height, Cloud Layer (CL) height and Trade Wind inversion (TW) heights are derived from all the pre-INDOEX profiles. The maximum uncertainties in these heights are ~30 m, at most. Latitudinal variations of ML, TL, CL and TW heights for onward and return tracks of pre-INDOEX are shown in Figs. 4a, b, c and d. Over the ITCZ, the profiles do not show sharp gradients above the mixed layer and therefore an accurate height of the top of trade wind inversion could not be found. On average, the trade wind inversion height is decreased from the disturbed region (near the ITCZ) to the undisturbed region (away from the ITCZ). Low-level clouds are observed in the disturbed (near the ITCZ region) region due to which the mixed layer heights are found to be low in the disturbed area when compared to the undisturbed area. The cloud base is taken as the top of the mixed layer in the disturbed area (Stull, 1988; Garratt, 1992). Using all the CLASS profiles obtained during the cruise, contour plots of $\theta_e$ and $q$ over the
entire latitude range are obtained and are shown in Figs. 5a and b respectively. The colour scales of $\theta_e$ (K) and $q$ (g kg$^{-1}$) are shown beside the plots. The relatively large $\theta_e$ (near surface red colour) close to the surface indicates the strength of the convection activity. The boundary between red and blue (from surface red colour to blue colour) is the trade wind inversion layer top. The thick red area (high values of $\theta_e$) in Fig. 5a points out the strength of the convection. The trade wind boundary layer height is increasing towards the ITCZ. The ITCZ was located at around 7° S to 10° S during the onward track of the pre-INDOEX, whereas it was situated south of 10° S during the return track (Ramana et al., 2004). The height of the inversion and its thermodynamic properties seem to depend on the balance between the mean atmospheric sinking and the turbulent mixing.

### 3.2 INDOEX-FFP

Figure 6 shows the vertical profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$ and $q$ measured at 14:00 IST at different latitudes over the Indian Ocean during the onward track of the INDOEX-FFP up to 5 km altitude in the south of the equator. All these profiles (except $\theta_{es}$) show a shallow layer above the ocean’s surface through which the vertical gradients are zero. Above this layer, the profiles indicate the existence of a large vertical extent of clouds. The typical trade wind type of sinking is not observed in these profiles. The surface $\theta_v$ also indicates the deep convection, whose values are greater than the critical value for deep convection. We are attributing this deep convection between the equator and 15° S to an anomalous event. Webster et al. (1999) reported the existence of an anomalous event during this period over the Indian Ocean (a warm sea surface temperature anomaly developed in the western Indian Ocean; with a maximum of $>+2.0^\circ$C in February 1998). Ramana et al. (2004) reported high sea surface temperatures and higher sea-air temperature difference (2 to 3°C) during the INDOEX-FFP period than the pre-INDOEX sea surface temperatures and sea-air temperature differences (1 to 2°C). This region was convectively active during the study period due to higher sea surface temperatures. This deep convection could have affected the marine boundary layer structure in this region.

Figure 7 shows the vertical profiles of $\theta$, $\theta_v$, $\theta_e$, $\theta_{es}$ and $q$ measured at 14:00 IST at different latitudes up to 5 km altitude during the return track of the INDOEX-FFP. The ITCZ is located around 10° S during the return track of the INDOEX-FFP (Ramana et al., 2004). Profiles show the
existence of the trade wind inversion (in Figs. 7b and c) except in the vicinity of the ITCZ (in Fig. 7a). Yu and Rienecker (1999) reported the resumption of a climatological state in March 1998 over the equatorial Indian Ocean region. The trade wind inversion top is located at a lower altitude (∼500 m) in Fig. 7c, indicating the subsidence activity reaching almost right up to the mixed layer top. Except in the regions of large-scale low-level convergence, subsidence prevails in the atmosphere and the subsidence tends to decrease the mixed layer depth by 300 to 400 m per day (Betts and Ridgway, 1989). The surface fluxes, on the other hand, tend to push the mixed layer upward, and the balance between these two opposing processes decides the actual height of the mixed layer. Therefore, a very strong subsidence must have prevailed to push down the trade wind inversion top to almost close to the surface. Strikingly in this profile a thin layer of warm and high humidity layer at 2.5 km height is seen. This thin layer is examined using back trajectory analysis, to understand the plausible source regions and is discussed in the following section.

ML, TL, CL and TW heights are derived from all the INDOEX-FFP profiles. Latitudinal variation of ML, TL, CL and TW heights during onward and return tracks of the INDOEX-FFP are shown in Figs. 8a, b, c and d. We find it difficult to locate the trade wind inversion height between the equator and 10° S during the onward track, because of the presence of the highly vertical extent of clouds from the surface to 10 km altitude. In general, mixed layer heights over the Indian Ocean are found to be slightly higher during the INDOEX-FFP compared to the pre-INDOEX, which could be due to the higher sea surface temperatures that prevailed during the INDOEX-FFP (Ramana et al., 2004). The trade wind inversion heights over the Arabian Sea are found to be higher in the pre-INDOEX than the INDOEX-FFP. The CLASS launchings were made only from 4.5° N onwards during the onward track of the INDOEX-FFP. Using all the CLASS profiles obtained during the INDOEX-FFP cruise, contour plots of $\theta_e$ and $q$ are obtained and shown in Figs. 9a and b respectively. The colour scale of $\theta_e$ (K) and $q$ (g kg$^{-1}$) are also in the plots. These plots are clearly indicating the trade wind inversion decrease towards NH (from disturbed area to undisturbed area) and are merging with the mixed layer. Contour plots of equivalent potential temperature are clearly indicating the strong convective activity over the Indian Ocean during the onward as well as during the return tracks. Mixing ratios close to the surface (in the mixed layer) are slightly higher during the INDOEX-FFP than that in the pre-INDOEX cruise period.

To highlight the progressive development of the thin layer at 2.5 km (which is seen in Fig. 7c) with latitude during the return track of the INDOEX-FFP the $\theta_e$ and $RH$ with altitude are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen from the figure that

---

Fig. 9. Contour plots of (a) equivalent potential temperature and (b) mixing ratio over the entire latitude range during INDOEX-FFP. The boundary between red and blue is the trade wind inversion layer.
the thin layer developed from 2°N to 14°N. The constant temperature and RH layers in Fig. 10a are characteristics of the existence of land plumes in this region. Krishnamurti et al. (1998) suggested that the thickness of the elevated land plume transported over the ocean might be controlled by the diurnal variability of the atmospheric boundary layer above the land and the height of the trade wind inversion layer. Sea and land breezes are coastal phenomena that further modulate the depth of the continental and marine atmospheric boundary layers (and hence the transport of aerosols). In addition, the heterogeneous surface (the Western Ghats) along the west coast of India could also influence the structure of the land plumes. The depth of the quite variable mixed layer could be due to the complex nature of the land-sea breeze interactions with the offshore flow. Figure 10a shows the multiple layers (at ~3 km altitude) with different thermal characteristics. South of 2°N, the land plume takes the form of a faint elevated layer. Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) systems have been used during the INDOEX campaigns to derive the aerosol vertical extinction coefficients. Ansmann et al. (2000) reported the existence of an aerosol layer with high humidity (at 2.5 km altitude) above the marine boundary layer at Hulule (4.1°N, 73.3°E), using six-wavelength aerosol LIDAR. Aerosol vertical extinction coefficients derived by LIDAR profiles showed an increase in the aerosol extinction coefficient inside this observed layer (Ansmann et al., 2000; Muller et al., 2000; 2001a; 2001b).

To identify origins of the aerosols in the land plume, we have performed back trajectory analysis using the NOAA Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT, Version 4) model (Draxler and Rolph, 2003; Rolph, 2003). Five-day back trajectories at 2.5 km above the sea level are estimated and are shown in Fig. 11 for those thin layer events that we encountered. The back trajectories describe the history of air parcels back in time, which influenced the aerosol characteristics (hence, thermal characteristics) at the location of measurements. Figure 11 indicates the air mass that travelled all the way to the measurement location. Some of the air parcels came from Saudi Arabia and Iran/Iraq through India, and other from India and Bay of Bengal. Moorthy and Saha (2000) reported high aerosol optical depths during the return track when compared to the onward track (Fig. 3 in their paper). Jayaraman (1999) and Jayaraman et al. (2001) also reported high aerosol optical depths over the Arabian Sea. These plumes could have caused the increase in aerosol optical depths over the Arabian Sea, which suggests long-range transport of continental aerosols over the Arabian Sea.

4 Discussions and conclusions

Though a considerable amount of work has gone into studying the structure and characteristics of MABL over the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean remained one of the least explored regions. The Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) was the first field experiment of its kind over the Indian Ocean. The INDOEX expedition was carried out in the four successive phases during the 1996 to 1999 Northern Hemisphere winter monsoon seasons, respectively. The present paper describes the results obtained from the pre-INDOEX and the INDOEX-FFP campaigns, which were carried out during winter 1997 and winter 1998, respectively. The study has dealt with descriptive aspects of the spatial and temporal variations of the boundary layer over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. The primary data used for studying the vertical structure of MABL came from CLASS profiles, collected on board a ship during the pre-INDOEX and the INDOEX-FFP.

The CLASS profiles have shown four layer structures over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean, except in the vicinity of the ITCZ. The mixed layer height ranged from 400 to 900 m during the pre-INDOEX and 500 to 1100 m during the INDOEX-FFP, as a function of time and space. The depth of the mixed layer over the Arabian Sea (in the vicinity of land) is observed to be quite variable, and could be due to the complex nature of the land-sea breeze interactions with the offshore flow. The trade wind inversion is located at ~2.5 km over the Arabian Sea and it varied from 2.5 to 4.5 km over the
Indian Ocean during the pre-INDOEX. Trade wind inversion heights over the Arabian Sea are found to be low (~0.5 km) during the INDOX-FFP due to strong subsidence. The most likely factors responsible for the spatiotemporal variability of the MABL are the proximity of land and the ITCZ. Two prominent features, which characterize the thermodynamic structure of the trade wind boundary layer, are the trade wind inversion and the transition layers, as noticed in the thermodynamic profiles over the undisturbed area (away from the ITCZ). The trade wind inversion and the transition layer show considerable variation in the undisturbed area. The inversion was very strong over the Arabian Sea (with very dry air aloft) and was progressively weaker toward the equator. In the disturbed area (near the ITCZ), the stable layers are weakened. This weakening of stable layers might be caused by the upward energy transport due to active cumulus convection. In this disturbed area, the mixed layer is found to be somewhat lower than that in the undisturbed area due to the existence of low level clouds (near the ITCZ region).

Hastenrath (1991) identified the inversion located at the top of the cloud layer in the undisturbed area over the tropics, typically at an altitude of 2.5 km, as the trade wind inversion and he reported that this inversion is strong and most persistent during the Northern Hemispheric winter. Johnson et al. (1993) have showed the evidence on trade wind inversion heights over the western Pacific warm pool using the TOGA-COARE sounding data, which was found to be horizontally uniform at 800 mb (~2 km) level. Firestone and Albrecht (1986), Kloesel and Albrecht (1989), and Schubert et al. (1995) have also reported similar trade wind stable layers near 2 km altitude, extending all the way to the equator in the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans.

The land plume is formed by air mass modification and its structure is apparent in thermal profiles (presented in this paper) and in aerosol measurement (shown in Ansmann et al., 2000). These land plumes could have a lateral extent of several hundred of kilometres, depending on its trajectory and distance from the coast. According to back trajectory analyses, the air masses composing the elevated plume were coming from Saudi Arabia and Iran/Iraq through India and others from India and the Bay of Bengal. The air mass originated from the land, as the winds were predominantly north-easterly, creating an elevated plume that could potentially transport anthropogenic aerosols and gases over the open ocean, as hypothesized in Lelieveld et al. (2001). The presence of such an aerosol plume over the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean could have a significant impact on radiative forcing (Jayaraman et al., 1998), and its analysis can lead to a better understanding of the role of anthropogenic aerosols on Indian monsoon and global climate (Ramanathan and Ramana, 2003).
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